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Free U Needs Participation
The UNM ~'strike" has been settled
through the implementation of . academic
1·eform. The reasons behind calling the strike
and the reasons behind the necessity for
academic reform are to some very dif.{erent,
and it is perhaps a little strange that the
strike shouU. have been settled through a
seemingly unrelated issue.
But the need for academic reform, · as
exemplified by the adamant requests for a
free university, stems from ·the same
frustration which brought the call for a
strike. Frustrated students feel that just as
the Nixon administration is unwilling to
change its foreign policy, college and
university administrations are unwilling to
change their educational policies.
G
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The agreement reached and ratified by all
but the most unthinking members of the
faculty has shown.that the majority bf the
academic community realizes the need for a
free forum of academic exchange. And while
there are those who . will say that a "free
university" \viii not bring the Kent State
four back to life, nor stop the killip.g in
Southeast :Asia, not rectify any other
, societal ills, we who will participate in the
free forum will perhaps take the' first step in
·
those directions.
The opportunity to experiment, if not
implement permanent reform, must not be
lost because students show the same
structured, unyielding inflexibility which has
so far marked our nation's leadership.
Sarah ·Laidlaw

'Brewer, You Only Supposed To Be Keepin' This Here Chair Warm!'
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Bema

Reaching For Minds, Not Blood

Bema i."J unsolicited. signed guest editorial opinion.

By PATRICIA ANN NELSON
When language is stripped to
simplistic symbol, the posibility
of communication is obliterated.
This is the language of polarities.
It is a language Which sidesteps
reality and reverts to passionate
symbolism to create
confrontation which utterly
disregards people. The present
situation of fear and name-calling
is rapidly becoming critical. The
violent incidents on the University
campus the night of May 8 are
only very suppressed and
tightlipped. indications df the
probable violence if we continue
to shrink and divide the world.
The issue at stake is much broader
than even the horrible
im"plications of Kent and
Cambodia.
I feel that these polarities arise
because of an entire society of
faceless people totally frustrated
at their inability to reach one
another. Certainly this is true at
UNM where students sit alone in
the crowded Union anonymously
ripping up their styrofoam coffee
cups~where students and
professors share no communion.
This non-personalism is supported
by the half-heatted complaint
which is the only r!!action of the
student body, faculty, and
administration. It is a stagnant
situation completely opJ?Osed to
the vitality and vigour whfcb slips
apathetically into the dull-witted
dangers of plastic language.
· We have become a community
with no communication, Instead
of constructive discussion one can
merely blip "Ronald Reagon" or
"Spiro Agnew" and receive the
appropriate casual liberal
response. There is no
commun.ication in this

exchange • , . only a recitation of
our current political litany. When
you refuse to face the reality ol'
the issue and simple·mindedly
transform it into symbol-you are
creating the polarities which are
beginning_ to congeal and harden
in this community.
Three people were stabbed on
the UNM campus May 6 over the
U.S. flag. This, to me is the most
plastic symbol of a1l. People start
fighting over flagpoles when their
minds are totally frustrated at
their inability· to communicate.
There is no interchange of opinion
in such a situation, no possibility
to even begin to resolve the agon
and tension of this reality. You
can only meaninglessly squabble
over a piece of cloth.
We as a world community are
reaching the point where fighting
over flagpoles is universal. The
reality of Kent and Cambodia is
stomach turning. You are only
making the situation easy on
yourself if you turn this sickening
truth into the digestible plastic
pap you've been eating since you
forgot how to think. We have very
1 it tie time left to reopen
communication. The mob appeal
of plastic responses must not be
resorted to. People must begin to
assert their humanity.
Communication is a painful
process. It takes endurance and
guts to listen and to speak, but if
you refuse this risk you run the
greater chance . of relinquishing
your humanity· altogether. You
can not wait till the wall is built
and you are backed up against it.
Then the only response will be a
mutual confrontation of
meaningless names. It will not
really matter whether you are on
the dirty hippie side or the pig
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Editor:
No Longer Silent
To the Editor:
He who is silent wiB not be in
the majority very long.
Because of the silence on · the
part of the majority of the
student body, the Jess than one
tenth of one percent anarchists
are gaining an over abundance of
publicity.
I can remember the days when
the impatient, ill informed and
".change the system instantly"
individual would stand on a soap
box bellowing out his illogica1Iy
programmed intentions which
were promulgated not from his
innate inteUigence or analytical
mind, but fol' his own self egotism
and recognition.
Inch by inch is a cinch-yard by
yard is hard. If we disagree with
the acts or inactions of our
legislature and executive
department, Jet's be a little more
selective in who we vote for in the
future elections and insist on·"
these individuals as being
spokesmen of the majority of
their constituents.
If that one tenth of one percent
were right, they would blockade .
military institutions, police
stystems, court houses-but not·
our learning institutions.
Our learning institutions could
be the epitome of freedom.
Don't permit the anarchists to
hide behind the apron strings of
the peaceful co-existence of the
university premise of higher
learning.
.
If the anarchists want to
blockade something that will serve
a purpose, possibly the Rio
Grande around Albuquerque
would be a start; then we would
have a recreational lake in the·
Albuquerque area.
Silent majority! Speak up so we
remain a majority!
Arthur R. Mott

Product Support
To the Editor:
cop side. By that time you won't
(Letter received from Western
even be able to live up to your
College, Oxford, Ohio.)
reputation as ·effete snobs. The
On May 6, a group of students
leisure for intellectualizing will be
and faculty members were
long since passed.
Here at UNM the Union has discussing measures we, as
individuals and as an institution
already been symbolized as a
bastion of liberalism. That could take now to make our
concept could be vitalized and voices heard at the governmental
made necessary to the community level. We do support the strikes
as a whole. The Union could be and demo.nstrations taking place
on campuses throughout the
re·opened to the public with a 24
hour rumor· control center nation. However, we are appalled
voluntarily manned. KUNM in by the injury and deaths that have
cooperation with other news· resulted from these measures. Last
services could maintain accurate night our group concluded that
information. The whole the most effective way to move
community could be vigorously our government to action would
involved in the chance to resolve be through economic pressure,
their opinions, to discuss. Do you · Let's face it-money talks.
We have initiated a nation-wide
know that there are people in this
town who are afraid to park near boycott of certain products for
this school for fear their tires will which students in particular are
the market. These products are
be slashed?
The community must be manufacuted by giant
integrated with the University. corporations that have a major
The Board of Regents and the voice in political affairs, If these
New Mexico Senate could be economic institutions begin to
written to and interviewed as have a decline in sales, and are
human beings with some attempt made aware of the reasons for our
to give them an accurate, boycott, they will begin to
unhysterical look at this situation. pressure the government to give
Other colleges could be ear to our requests. These requests
communicated with to try to are those. being made by students
make this national struggle everywhere: Stop the killing in
cohesive. There are 300 colleges Southeast Asia, and at home,
on strike. If they all took a stand Bring back the troops. Stop
as human beings they would stand sending the Natinal Guard onto
campuses and into the ghetto with
a chance for changes.
We have witnessed the senseJess loaded guns..
The action we plan needs
chaos of armed men lawlessly
creating disorder on this campus. everyone's support. Lack of faith
This is an insidiously polarized in its effecitveness can be its only
sight. We must resist following the downfall. We need your support.
same mindless, reactionary path. If you want to help put an end to
It leads only to the stupidities of dying, stop buying beer,
flagpole fighting, We must reach cosmetics, liquor, and records.
for the minds of people, not fight And, do not buy anyihing that is
not absolutely necessary.
for their blood.

'
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We have contacted st(tdents and
faculty members at campuses in
Ohio and elsewhere. We have their
support. Please help us spread the
word.
Jane Ferry

Guard Riot

More Care Needed
To the Editor:
.
In your editorial, date line May
7, 1970, you used the word
"murder" in connection with the
deaths of the four students at
Kent State University.
I submit that we do not yet
have sufficient information
available to us to justify the use of
this word in connection with the
Kent incident. We are all aware of
the emotional turmoil caused many
of us because of the events of
recent days, but I submit that an
editor of a responsible student
newspaper ought to choose her
words regarding this situation
with more care and responsibility.
Ray Ball

Two Views
To the Editor:
Within the past two months
two tragedies involving students
have occurred. However, the vocal
elements among the student body
have reacted quite differently to
these two events.
At the University of California
at Santa Barbara a student was
shot and killed as he tried to
extinguish a fire set by an
arsonist. Thus far, the guilty party
has not been apprehended but
there is a reasonable chance that
he is a campus radical.
At Kent State four students
were shot and Idlied during a
demonstration. These four
students were almost certainly
shot by some members of a
National Guard unit.
The campus militants have
deliberately ignored the Santa
Barbara killing of a student
engaged in a completely
non·provocative act. These same
campus militants have raised ,a
loud lament about the Kent State
killings of' students at least some
of whom were . engaged in the
mildly provocative act of rock
throwing.
To me, these facts suggest that
the militants arc only mildly
concerned about human life.
Their true concern is the finding
of some cause to alienate and
radicalize the student body.
J. E. Steehnan
Professor, NMSU

...

NEV\1

Wait for Facts
To the Editor:
I read your editorial in the
Thursday, May 7 issue of the New
Mexico Lobo,
You indicate that the rage felt
at UNM was over four senseless
murders at Kent State University.
How do you know it was murder?
I find it d iffi cult to
comprehend your reasoning. It
would appear that when a student
confronts a police officer, and the
student throws a brick at that
police officer-and causes him great
bodily harm, the act is excused
because the student is engaging in
dissent. However, if that police
officer shoots the student and
kills him, then the .poJice officer is
guilty of murder?
I would suggest. we wait until
all facts have been brought to
light, and we allow a grand jury to
determine whether or not a
murder has been committed at
Kent University.
Louis A. Keating

In this action sequence of photos taken last Friday just as the National Guard had begun their charge across the mall,
Sonny Flowers is shown a!; he was knocked to the ground. Flowers, who was on crutches and was unable to move fast
enough to avoid the onrushing gtra:rdsmen, is shown in the center picture being helped to his feet. In the third picture
Flowers is on his feet surrounded by guardsmen.
.
·
Flowers eventually escaped the melee unharmed but his assistant was not so lucky as he was bayonetted by the second
wave of guardsmen. The pictures were taken by Lobo photographer Steve Part.
As Part was trying to get a picture of Flowers' assistant being stabbed be was also bayonetted in the back.
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Faculty Changes Class Plan

Blood Donors Needed

12-Week 0 ption Altered

John Dressrrian, one of the 10 individuals who was
bayonetted by the National Guard last Friday is
currently in only fair condition at BCMC and is in
critical need of blood donations.
The other nine Guard victims were not critically
injured and have all been released from the hospital.
Dressman, however, suffered a severed artery in the leg
and has undergone several transfusions.
Qualifications for blood donors include:
." .
Individual must be 21 years or over, or, if between
ages of 18 and 20, an individual may donate blood if he
has his parents' or guardians' permission.
Donor must weigh 110 pounds or more and must not
be on any medicine or drugs. Nor can a female donor
have been. pregnant or suffered a miscarriage in the last.
six months. Persons who have had hepatitis or yellow
jaundice cannot be accepted.
People who are allergic to penicillin, sulfa, or any
major family of drugs will not be accepted.
Donors must wait a minimum of four hours after
eating before donating blood.
All individuals desiring to donate blood should go to
the Blood Bank on Coal Ave. S.E. Donors needing rides
to the Blood Bank should contact John Wilkins at the
Information Desk in the Union. Donors should
specifically indicate that the blood is a donation for
Dressman.
Blood Bank hours are: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., and on Thursday
from 7 a.m. to noon.
As of noon Tuesday Dressman needed neaYly 40 pints
to repay those he has already used. In addition, any
blood donated above what Dressman actually requires
will go toward paying his medical bills.

Questions concerning the
equity of giving a student a
semester's credit on the basis of
12 weeks work led the faculty
yesterday to make a minor
modification of the class option
plan approved Monday.
The change, which sets a floor
on the grade a student may get
after May 20, was one of several
minor modifications and
"interpretations of the sense" of
the original option plan which
arose after the plan was put into
effect.
The proposal passed yesterday,
sets up a guarantee that students
who elect to remain in a class shall
not receive a grade "lower than
that which he could have obtained
by withdrawal" from the course
with his current" grade.
The original plan approved
Monday allows a student to
continue in the regular class,
through the end of the semester,
withdraw with the "current: level
of performance" the basis for his
semester of credit, take a
Credit-No Credit (CR·NCR) or an
incomplete (to be made up) in
course work without penalty.
The amendment to the plan
also allows a student who has
withdrawn from a course Monday
or today to re-enter the class.
"Let's not kid ourselves. If a
student sees one leave with the
current grade and he knows he
may risk his grade standing by
staying, he will be very
concerned." he said.

The mechanics of taking the
grade option plan are as follows:
A student withdrawing from a
course would go through his
college, and the regular
withdrawal procedure. The $5 late
withdrawal fee will not be
charged.
A student electing to take a
CR·NCR, or incomplete should
discuss it with his professor in
each class. The professor is not
required to turn in any grades
until the end of the semester, so
each professor has been asked to
give the student a "receipt" of the
grade mutually decided upon, and
to keep a written record of the
grades given.
Students who wish then to
enroll in the Free University
classes must sign up on lists
posted on the front windows in
the former IBM building on the
southeast corner of Central ahd
Stanford. The building is the
headquarters for the Free
University.
Meeting times for the two
dozen or more classes now being
formed have not been determined
but many are meeting in the
afternoon or evening, said Joel
Jones, coordinator of' the
program.
Questions on the procedure, or
the long term effects of any
option selected, should be taken
to the student's department
office.
The option plan, and Free
University will be on a trial basis

in the spring semester only, said
Jones.
An open phone line question
and answer session on the new
proposal will be broadcast tonight
on KUNM at 8 p.m. Two
members from the Faculty Policy
Committee, charged with
interpreting ;· the option plan's
provisions, members of tho
administration, including Richard
Lawrence, dean of the college of
education, and three students will
be on the panel.
Yesterday Vice President for
Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, who supported the
measure, said he was surprised a{.•
the number of students who had
already opted to drop their
regular classes.
The faculty also approved an
extension of the deadline for
evaluating current. "levels of
performance," and reporting
changes to Wednesday, May 20.
The date approved Monday was
May 15. The faculty also stated
the withdrawal option would "not
he retroactive."
·
Chairman of the Faculty Policy
Committee, Marion Cottrell, said
in response to charges that some
professors were contemplating
giving out blanket ''F's",
"reduced grade would not be
consistent with the intent" of the
proposal adopted Monday, and
added a student should "hav'!.
some indication of his grade
before he chooses which option to
take."
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Trespass Warrant Issued
D.A. Files Criminal Charges Against 130
A warrant charging criminal trespass was
issued Tuesday by the Bernalillo County
district attorney's office against 130 persons
arrested Friday. in the Union after a
restraining order was issued by District
Court Judge Paul Larrazolo.
The complaint was filed by Jack Johnson,
State Police agent, and Alexander Sceresse,
currently on leave of absence as the district
attorney.
Persons named in the warrant have until
Monday, May 18 at 9:30 a.m. to engagean
attorney to file an entry of appearance: .If
any person has not had an entry filed on his
behalf by the May 18 deadline; he will be
subject to arrest and $100 bond, said
Leonard Levy, an attorney representing
several students arrested Friday on the civil"'
contempt charges. "If they fail to show up
for any of these hearings, a bench warrant
will be issued" and bond will be necessary,
said Levy.
A 7 p.m. meeting has been called in the

Seeresse

... " ....
~

Union Ballroom for all persons arrested
Friday on the civil charges and named in the
criminal warrant issued yesterday. At the
meeting, those named will be given a list of
attorneys who are donating their services so
all persons wm have legal counsel.
The criminal warrant was issued on the,
basis of a law passed by the last legislature
which reads in part: "No person shall
willfully refuse or fail to leave the property
of, or any building or other facility owned,
operated, or controlled by the governing
board of any institution of higher educatlion
upon being requested to do so by the chief
administrative officer or his designee charged
with maintaining order on the campus and in
its facilities or a dean of a college or
university, if the person is committing,
threatens to commit, or incites others to
commit any act which would disrupt,
impair, interfere with, or obstruct the lawful
mission, processes, procedures, or functions
of t~e institution."
'
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'GO' Club Organizes at U
Ancient Japanese Game G~ts Support
By CAROLYN BABB
The ancient GO game, which
the Japanese call the art of
harmony or balance, haiffound a
small group of supporters on the
UNMcampus,
A rotmd·robin tournament held
in the Union a few weeks ago by
student GO players has led to
ideas of starting a GO club. David
Blecha, a third year fine arts
student, said a "floating" GO club
exists with no permanent place to
play. "We are trying to create
s'ome sort of organization in the
state so that professionals who
visit the country will come and
play," he said,
The game has been described as
extremely deceivig. "It looks
simple, but it's the most difficult
game I've ever·played-1 give it up
about three or four times a year,"
said Blecha.
It's a game of counting, and it
takes a number of years to learn
how to count," he said.
A rule book for the game states
that it is the easiest of Japanese
games to learn. Basic equipment
for GO includes a rectangular
board checkered with 19
horizontal and 19 vertical lines,
and the pieces or ·men are small
round stones, black and white,
'tl.l~ two player~, one with the
white stones, the other with
black, place them alternately one
at a time on the board. The stones
are placed at any point where the
lines cross and not in the squares
as in checkers and chess.
The player who occupies the

rsuTTON.
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t W.ant the latest in <;:prousel

i Wigs? Visit SuttogfPiace in
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The Mall shopping center.
.See the newest wig in town
THE GREEK BOY
($25 complete)
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Several members of the black community in
Albuquerque yesterday denounced the arrests of five black
UNM students for aggravated battery as discriminatory and
unjustified.
The comments came at a press conference called by the
Black Student Union, to show community support for the
arrested students.
·
It was also announced by Barbara Brown, BSU member,
that a legal defense fund hlld ]Jeen set up .for the arrestee~.
The fund is located in the black studies center., in room
1106 Mesa Vista Hall.
"We've called you here to
let you see how some of the ·
citizens of Albuquerque feel
about the flagpole incident/'
a spokesman said.
Charles Becknell, black
studies coordinator at UNM,
said, "I've always known that
there was discrimination in
AI b'uquerque-this only
serves to prove my point.
When white society needs a
scapegoat, our people always suffer.;,
"This incident was ridiculous. The University should be
able to handle its own problems,'' said Edith Franks, a
member of the NAACP.
"Blacks will never again accept with complacency the
injustices heaped upon them. A change is taking place,''
she said.
,
John Goldsmith, director of the New Breed, a black
community organization, said that his own investigation of
the incident leads him to believe that the charges were not
correct.
.•
"These black students are being used as a scapegoat for
Sceresse's own political operatons," he said.
Lewis Duncan, a member of Omega Psi Phi fraternity at
UNM, said the national organization of his fraternity is
providing support for the legal expenses of the students.
('We stand behind them all the way," he said.
Rev. Clemrnit Shannon of the Fellowship Baptist
Church also spoke, saying that he could plainly see
discrimination against the black students at UNM.
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-CurfeWs Set on Campuses.
Authorities Seek to Control Student Protests

By United Press International
Curfews were clamped on some
campuses Tuesday as authorities
sought to control student protests
that erupted into violence and
clashes with police.
Firebombings and fire plagued
many colleges and universities
doing heavy property damage on ;
few campuses.
Students returned to classes on
many campuses but .the national
strike cent~r at Brandeis
University said there were 286
school closings and student
stril,es.
Many strikes involved only a
few score or few hundred students
in college populations mounting
into many thousands. And at
the!height of the campus protests
last week, many colleges· operated
normally.
A d ark"to-dawn curfew was
imposed on the University of
South Carolina campus at

City Blacks

To Support

7

Arrested5
With Funds
Dave Blecha instructs a
beginner on one of the finer·
points of the ancient Japanese
game of GO.

most cross points is the winner.
The object of the game is for each
contestant to secure more
territory, an area surrounded by a
cordon of his men (stones), than
his opp,onent.
Although the basic rules seem
simple and few, the more
ambitious player may familiarize
himself with such developments as
Seki, Shicho, Nakade,
Utee·kasidhi, Oiotoshi,
Oshitsubusni, and Ryo·atari.
Blecha feels that GO has a
different conceptual impetus than
either chesi? or checkers.
"It's much more sophisticated,
because you have more of a
feeling for your opponent-what
he can and can't do with his
moves.
"If you aren't Japanese (who
begin playing at three and four
years old), you really don't know
how to play the game, because it
takes about 30 years to become
. an expert-master," said Blecha.
It's the national game i~ Japan,

where they have GO matches
instead of golf or football, he said.
GO is Chinese in origin,
probably brought to Japan during
the Sun dynasty (about 950 A.D.)
The Japanese have since
developed it more extensively
than the Chinese and are
recognized by many as master of
the game. While the game is
relatively new to the western
countries, Europeans have been
playing it for E<bout 50 or 60
years.

Expulsion, Suspension by Heady

Cooper, Orzen Appeal Ruling
Attorneys for Allen Cooper and
Bill Orzen have appealed the pair's
discipline meted out by UNM
President Ferrel Heady to the
University Regents,
Heady on May 5 expelled
Cooper and placed Orzen on
suspension for one year beginning
in June. The two had earlier been
found guilty by the Students
Standards
Committee
of
disrupting a scheduled speech by
U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond,
R·S,C., last March 4.
Standards, however, refused to
suspend or expel either one. Vice
President for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender then appealed to
Heady for "more appropriate
sanctions." Lavender, along with
then ASUNM President Ron
Curry and Speakers Committee
Chairman Ray Schowers were the
complainants in the case,
Curry and Schowers refused to
join Lavender in the appeal.

Cooper and Orzen are basing
due p~:ocess .
their appeal on the following:
Both Cooper and Orzen have
That University rules do not also asked that the Regents:
contemplate:
1. Reinstate Cooper pending
1. That the prosecuting
the outcome of the appeal.
administration would be able to
2. Interview members of the
appeal to itself. (Attorneys for
Standards Committee along
Cooper and Orzen contend that
with the complaining students
Heady was in fact a
(Curry and Schowers).
complaining party in that he
3. Consider the taped
"directed" Lavender to file the
testimony in full.
complaint.)
4. Inte~:view the prosecution
2. An appeal for harsher
witnesses. (Orzen said Tuesday
punishment.
none of the prosecution
3. That the defendants were
witnesses he had talked to were
not given the required 10 days
in favor of a harsher penalty.)
to appeal. (Heady issued his
5. Allow Cooper and Orzen
ruling on Lavender's appeal
to appear personally.
seven days after Standards
6. Conduct an open meeting
made its decision.)
to hear the appeal.
4. That Heady made his
The appeal is dated May 8 but
decision in an arbitrary manner was not delivered to the Regents
without having listened to until May 11.
taped testimony, without
regard to the evidence taken
Oceanographer
and without regard to prope;
Famous oceanography-geologist
H. W. Menard will give two free
public lectures Thursday at UNM.
Menard, of the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography,
University of California, San
Diego, will speak on plate
techtonics and the history of the
The authods) of the bestsellfng
sea floor at 4 p.m. Thursday in
paperback The Population Bomb
room 116 of the geology building.
present the first comprehensive,
His second lecture, will be on
detailed analysis of the worldwide
growth rates in scientific careers,
population-ecology crisis. An
That speech will also be at 7:30
Indispensable sourcebook for all
p.m. in room 116.
Menard's appearance at UNM is
concerned citizens; a timely and
sponsored by the geology
relevant textbook for courses in
honorary, Sigma Gamma Epsilon.
environmental science.
"I have found this authoritative
and well-documented diScussion
New Mexico Lobo
of today's great problems not only
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
valuable but also very interesting."
Albuquerque, N.M,, 87106
-Linus Pauling
Editorial Phone (505)
"A superb book." -Preston Cloud
277-4102, 277·4202
Clt;Jth, illustrated, $8.95
The New Mexico Lobo Is

No Penalty for Failing Students
Impromptu

.
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TAKE A PEEK AT COLUMBIA.
exclusively at

....

"The Unusual as Usual"
6609 MENAUL BLVD.,·N.E.

TELEPHONE

·
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POPULATION, EVOLU1'10N, AND BIRTH CONTROL

A Collage of Controversial Ideas. Assembled by Garrett Hardin
"The only book ... that gives all sides of the controversy their 'day In
court,' in their own words .•. a mine of information," -Defenders of
Wildlife News. Cloth $6.00, paper $2,95
RESOURCES AND MAN A Study and Recommendations
National Academy of Sclencelr-National Research Councll
By Preston Cloud et at. "The reading and study of this document Is an
absolute necessity for every Intelligent person In this country and elsewhere." -James H. Zurnberge. Cloth $5.95, paper $2.95

jEWELERS

•
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of the University Year by the Rollrd
of Student Publications or the
Associated Students of the
Unlvcralty of New Mexico, and Is
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UNM. Printed blt the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
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87106. Subscrlptl()ll rate Is $7 for
the ncndemic year,
'I'he opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo nrc
those of the author solely.
Unslllncd opinion Is that ot the
editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the r~
Views of the Associated Students or.l7
the University ot New Meldco,
'

The peaceful strains of a piano
composition drifted through the
Union moments before the
National Guard arrived Friday.

Tom Popejoy to Speak.
At Library Dedication
Former UNM president Tom L.
Popejoy will be featured speaker
Thursday at dedication
ceremonies for the Parish
Memorial Library in the School of
Business and Administrative
Sciences.
The Library, a part of the
University Library system, will be
dedicated to the memory of the
late William J. Parish, former
Dean of the College of Business
Administration and later Dean of
the UNM Graduate School. Mrs.
Parish will be a guest of honor at
the reception and dedication
ceremony scheduled to begin at 4
p.m. Thursday.
William Huber, director of the
University College at UNM and a
long-time faculty member in
business administration, also is
slated to speak.
The 4000-square foot library in
the east wing of the business
administration building is open to
all of the campus community, but
is primarily designed to serve the
needs of the business
administration students. It
receives . support from a special
Parish Memorial Fund in addition
to regular library support.
Parish, who died in 1964
earned his Ph.D, from Brow~
University. After service with
several business firms, he joined
the UNM faculty in 1943, He

The New Book
by Paul R. Ehrlich
and Anne H. Ehrlich
.;.

Columbia, where National
Guardsmen used tear gas early
Tuesday to put down a rampage
in which a university office was
vandalized by a student mob,
The mayor of Ypsilanti Mich
imposed a 10 p.m. to 5:SO a.~:
curfew,fp)' a second nig.ht in .the
wake V disorders in which
st~den.ts of Eastern Michigan
Umvers1ty threw rocks set fires at
barricades and overtur~ed a truck.
At least 76 persons were arrested
Monday night and eady Tuesday.
Froines Spoke
A firebomb was tossed into a
cafeteria at Ohio University in
Athens, causing an estimated
$122,000 damage. John Froines, a
member of the "Chicago Seven,"
told students Monday night the
deaths of four Kent State
University students were a
"second Boston massacre."
Two fires believed set by
arsonists caused an estimated

in being
sttre of no feminine
offense with

MY

OWNe
Hygienic Deodorant
Spray

for women only.
AtJailable also in
dtttluing towelefles.

served in succession as assistant
professor and associate professor
of economics and business
administration, as professor of
business administration, as dean
of the College of Business
Administration, and finally as
graduate dean.
Parish was publishl'd widely
and served as a consultant to
numerous public agencies.
All members of the University
community and the public are
invited to the ceremonies.

Grade Change Sought
A proposal to abolish the grade
of F was made by the Committee
on the Enhancement of the
Educational Process in a faculty.
memorandum issued by John L.
Howarth, chairman,
,,,
The Committee proposed: "if a
student fails to meet the
requirements for passing any
course he shall receive no ·credit for
the course, and any reference to
this course shall be removed from
his record."

Howarth said.
A second proposal favors the
deletion of a course upon request
by . tJfe student, ~hether he is
passing it or not. "this would take
care of the .student who may be
minimally satisfying the
requirements for passing but
would prefer the opportunity of
taking the course again without
the penalty of having a low grade
recorded," Howarth stated.
Both proposals will be brought
before the general faculty at its
June meeting.

The Committee concluded that
"the sole function of the F grade
is punitive and has no educational
value whatsoever."
"The proposed change would
reflect and encourage changes in
the goals of the University toward
stressing education rather than
qualification and certification,"

$100,000 damage to a music
building at Illinois Wesleyan
University in Bloomington, A
firebomb crashed through a
window of Loyola University's
ROTC building in Chicago.
Flames were quicldy quenched.
Two Molotov cocktails
destl·oyed the police science
building at Rutgers Livingston
College in Edison, N.J. A
$150,000 fire destroyed a
portable cclassJroom building
Monday at Trenton, N.J. State
College.
A private home used as a
protest center for Unive1·sity of
Nevada-Reno demonstr:ttors was
bombed early Tuesday in
apparent retaliation for last
week's peace demonstrations and
firebombings of a campus ROTC
building.

Housing
Persons with 1·ooms
apartments, or houses to rent to'
UNM students, faculty, and staff
are asked to contact the UNM
Housing Office, La Posada 201, or
telephone 277-5208 or 277·4707.
Director Bill Bierbaum said
requests for rental units are
increasing daily. The summer
session starting in June also will
produce a number of short-term
rental requirements for students
and visiting faculty members.

TYPING
by Professional Secretary
IBM Selectric Typewriter
Call Mrs. Young-298"5789
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Cambodian Invasion •Makes Sense•
NEW
MEXICO LOBO

Cargo Favors Nixon Policy
SANTA FE (UPI)-Gov. David Cargo said
today he is convinced President Nixon's
Cambodian action will hasten withdrawal of
American troops from Vietna,m and
eventually insure support for Israel as well.
Cargo, who returned a day sooner than
planned from a briefing with President
Nixon, said the President presented "a very
lucid, very intelligent" assessment of the
Cambodian situation and told the governors
any sudden withdrawal of American troops
from Southeast Asia would result in
"'tremendous casualties."
Cargo said Nixon did not appeal for
support from the governors in his Southeast
Asia policy, but told them the Cambodian
invasion had virtually assured that the Viet
Cong would be .1.mable to launch a major
offensive in South Vietnam for the next
three years because of it.
Nixon spelled out a timetable for
withdrawal of American troops, which called
for removal of all combat personnel by June
30, leaving only <~custodial" forces within
the country. Cargo said Nixon predicted the
South . Vietnamese army would be "a
formidable force" in 10 i;o 12 months and
said the Cambodian thrust--designed to

"buy time"-was the most successful large·
operation in the war.
.
Cargo faulted the administration only for
"a poor job" of explaining the situation to
the American public and to individual
members of the Senate, but added, "I must
say the President made a gr~at deal of sense
when he talked with us.
"Right now, ~overnors of the states have
been briefed <pn the. invasion more
thoroughly than the senators," he said, "and
that's not a good situation."
Turning to the Middle East, Cargo said
Nixon explained that a sudden withdrawal
of troops from Vietnam-which the
president termed "a humiliating
but-out"-would virtually assure that the
American public would refuse to support·
future aid for Israel.
He added, Nixon said the Arab nations
now are receiving not only Soviet jets, but
Soviet pilots as well, and that he is
reassessing his earlier decision not to sell jet
fighters to Israel.
Nixon indicated the Cambodian raid,
which netted 1200 prisoners, 454a enemy
dead and vast stores of weapons,
ammunition and supplies, was a total
surprise.
STEVENAGE, England
(UPI)-The Wildlife Preservation
Society said it saved the life of
more than 1,000 toads last week
by redirecting traffic on a main
road where the toads were
crossing from one spawning pond
to another.

•
A new profession, deeply satisfying to your desire
to help build a better world.
In which you would literally lead children into
happy, useful lives which they never dreamed
could exist for them.
A fast-expanding field in which the need is
four times the number now engaged-insuring·
life-time professional security and
better-than-most incomes.

If you want a career with all this and more, look
into the fascinating field of Special Educationusing new techniques and new teaching machines,
some yet unknown to college students, to
overcome the learning handicaps caused
by the physical, mental or emotional problems
of more than five million children.
·
For information about Special Education and
its rewards, and about financial aid available to
those who qualify, write to

WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

Senators Ask War- Fund Cuts
WASHINGTON-In an unprecedented move, five senators went on
nationwide television Tuesday and appealed for support of an
amendment that would cut off money for all U.S. military operations
in Southeast Asia after Dec. 31.
They asked viewers for letters and petitions of support and $1 from
each listener to finance similar antiwar efforts before the amendment
reaches a Senate vote early next month.
The amendment, not yet tied to a specific bill, was introduced April
30 by Senators George S. McGovern, D-S.D., and Mark 0. Hatfield,
R·Ore., and has gained 18 cosponsors since then.
During a half-hour television show on NBC, McGovern said
the purpose of the amendment was to let Congress share with the
President responsibility for making war.

Careers
BOX 1492, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20013

Several U.S. ~enators have asked support of an amendment to cut off all funds for U.S. military
operations in .Southeast Asia after Dec. 31. As a convenience to ou~ read.ers The Lo~o ~as ~ncluded
this coupon which may be clipped and sent to one of tbe·two senators hsted below mdwatmg your
support of the amendment or your disagreement with it.
Coupons should be sent to:
Sen. George McGovern
Sen. Mark Hatfield
New Senate Office Building
New Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Washington, D.C. 20510 ·
0 I DO NOT support your amendment to cut off all funds for U.S. military operations in
Southeast Asia after Dec. 31.

0

0

I DO SUPPORT your amendment to cut off all funds for U.S. military operations in Southeast
Asia after Dec. 31.
I HAVE included a contribution of $
to support your anti-war efforts.

NAME: (include only if you desire)

ADDRESS:~~-------------------------------------------------------------CITY: ___________________________ STATE•------------------------------------The Lobo, University of New Mexico

Labor Leaders
UNM students rehearse their
version of the National Guard in
preparation for Cargo's arrival at
the Sunport.

Imitators

Law School Organizes
Communication Set-Up
UNM Law School students and
faculty have organized a program
''to open new avenues of
communication between the
University and the community
(state) at large," stemming from
recent campus disturbances,
The "Practical Law Program"
aims at broadening the forum of
public discussion regarding
non-violent, peaceful dissent.
UNM's plan, previewed Monday
before the Albuquerque Lawyers
Club, was endorsed by that group,
its president, Manuel Lujan Jr.,
said.
The Practical Law Program
includes a Speakers
Subcommittee; Public Officials
Subcommittee; University
Subcommittee, and a State and
Local Bar Subcommittee.
The speakers group is to discuss
with vari.ous community
organizations the problems and

issues at UNM. The public
officials group will make
information available to New
Mexico's public officials and
major political candidates. The
University group is to maintain
lines of communication within the
campus community.
The State and Local Bar
Subcommitt!!e aims to establish
lines of communication with the
New Mexico and local bars and
encourage them to join in law
school projects.
Heading the program is Ben
Moya, assisted by Mel Eaves, legal
activities, and Jim Branch,
community relations activities.
Ken Sorensen heads the
administrative and coordination
committee and John Echohawk,
of Farmington, heads a group
documenting activities of law
students. It also is preparing a
report suggesting guidelines for
handling any possible future
student dissent.
""•' : 'J:'' • ". ·. · •·· ·· ~- •' ·~: · ·•·
Richard A. Simms, chairman of
• .;.·. :~.···~-•, •, .• : •\: •• ·• ,.... •
the press committee, said,
· ·• • • • • • • '
• • · ' • •• · ·•
"E;;sential to the organization of
~·:::!· If you're tired ·~·~.-;; · the Practical La-w Program is the
• .• r!!. f
Jd t
• •·•
b('!ief that the more outspoken
·~· O your 0 apes '.'"F_ element of student dissent on thP
:.~J~;:•
·.•..!'!~~· UNM campus has effectively
• • ••
'•· ~
widened the gap, between the
E;cchange Them! : ; ::
University community and the
• • • .•.· •
. ·~·
community at large.
• • • ,~4• '• at •. (:• •. •. .
"Student protest, in effect,
••• •• •
•
.:•
is
largely
incredible. I"However,
••'"' 10> •
•.
•
•
• 111 •
many law students ,eel that
~··
student protest is not as
·.~
extraordinary as some community
••· •
435 San Mateo NE
. •
leaders would have us believe, and
•••
.
• ";.
it is partly the purpose of the
:. ;:. !ook for the orange bldg.,;.'
Practical Law Program to open
•'•• •
•••
.v
• • •• ·'• " •'"• • •• ......- .'- • • '•• • • ••
new· a"enue.s
of communication
••••• ·•
• ' ... ·;.
between the University
Five new 8 track tapes.'.
community and the community ~t
'··
· '1\ large."
·
. FREE
!
Simms said, "The Albuquerque
~ • with purchase of any'~:
situation is evidently atypical in
•J:::
j •
that while there bas been as much
.. ',f' new tape deck •: :' ' potential for violence here as in
• •
·• ·
other college towns, in reality
: e New 8 track machine•, violence here ba~ been at a
••.
t
minimum.
•·f4 aslowas$42.50 •:-.- l
"A number of out-of-state
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educatort; and political figures
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e ·. e New 8 track • ;r. ;,· phenomenon and have requested
:
and cassettes •:•·.{ · an explanation of the reasons,
•. ~ $ 9 99 , 3 f $l. 0
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•. •• • .... ur or
• • . •. ·
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• ··• • .
• • • ·.• ."
"Also, our news releases will
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.• . afdemptfto
t
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WASHINGTON-Labor leaders, meeting with President Nixon
Tuesday, charged his fight to end inflation had led the nation into
recession. They urged that Congress take over the battle by imposing
controls on credit, interest rates and business mergers.
Nixon attended a meeting of the AFL-CIO Executive Council, held
two blocks from the White House, to explain his Indochina policy, and
was warmly greeted by AFL-CIO President George Meany who
expressed his personal support of Nixon's decision to intervene
militarily in Cambodia.
But Meany and the other union leaders bitterly attacked Nixon's
efforts to eliminate inflation as "a complete failure .•. prices have gone
up, unemployment has grown, and the nation has crossed the threshold
of recession."
In a statement, the council said, "The time has obviously come for
the administration to abandon its bankrupt economic policies before
the already grave damfge to American living standards snowball."
The council said that Congress, in a bill passed last December, gave
Nixon "flexible means to rebalance the nation's credit structure and to
finance hol!sing, schools, hospitals, and other community facilities at
low interest rates but more than four months have passed and still the
president has not exercised his authority."

Rioting. Looting
AUGUSTA, Ga.-Hundreds of blacks roamed the streets of the
1·iot-torn s!'ction of Augusta Tuesday, some of them openly helping
themselves to goods still left on the shelves of ravaged stores.
Six Negroes were killed, 60 whites and blacks injured, and about 50
buildings destroyed or damaged in a nigbtlong rampage of burning,
looting and sniping,
Gov. Lester Maddox flew to this east Georgia city Tuesday afternoon
and said the rioting was not the making of either the white or black
community, but of those who are trying "to bring this country to its
knees-a Communist conspiracy,"
He met with city officials to try and find a solution to the crisis.
Maddox placed about 1000 guardsmen on duty in the town, home of
the Masters Golf Tournament.
He vowed the state would not tolerate "anarchy," and warned that
snipers "better get prepared to meet their maker."
Guardsmen and police officers made only token patrols through the
130·block Negro area Tuesday, apparently in hopes their absence would
allow tempers to cool,
Whites ve11turing into the area were met with hostile stares, and
sometimes their cars were stopped by Negroes who seemingly wanted
nothing more than to prove they could block traffic.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Accounting Fund

'Lack of Information'
Prevents Prosecution
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI)-Dist.
Monday, the American Civil
Atty. Alexander Sceresse said Liberties Union criticized Sceresse
today lack of information had for failing to file charges on the
prevented him from deciding incident. The union noted
whether to file charges against the Sceresse had filed charges against
driver of a car which injured four five black students accused in a
persons while running through a stabbing incident but failed to
barricade last week at UNM.
take action against the driver of
Sceresse said be had not the vehicle which struck the
obtained a report from state protestors.
police on the incident which
Both incidents occurred
occurred while protestors were Wednesday.
manning a barricade at the main
entrance to the University.
The demonstrators were JOETURNEY motorcycles
protesting U.S. involvement in
Sales • Service • Parts
Cambodia and the Kent State
BSA-JAWA- Sritgestone
incident when a small foreign car
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
crashed through the barricade,
PENTON
striking four students. The driver
8206
lomas
Blvd
NE
256-9444
later surrendered to police.

Laird Sees Combat End
WASHINGTON-Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird said Tuesday
that several thousand American troops already had been withdrawn
from Cambodia and predicted that U.S. ground combat missions in
Vietnam would be ended by the middle of next year.
"At the end of this fiscal year June 30, 1971, there will be some U.S.
ground forces in ·vietnam but they will not be assigned to combat
missions," said Laird, declaring that Vit'tnamization of the war "is well

aheadof~c=h~e~d~u~le~.'-'--------------------------------------
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25% LESS CALORIES

NOB HILL

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell, and
Co. , through its partners and
UNM alumni, have contributed
$2000 to the School of Business.
Worried About Inflation?
CONTACT
GREG CLAPPER
for info on Penn Mutual Life's
Cost-of-Living Plan
255-1678
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sportswear from New York
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALL.
10% Discount with
student card.
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Long, Craven, Rifk.ind Top Performers
( Edit or's note: 'l'his is the
second in a three part series
·summa~izing the UNM sports
season, 1969·70,)
This was . t1) be the season,
people on the inside basketball
scene will tell you, that the Lobos
were to have made their bid for
the national championship. Had
all the recruiting and plans gone
the way coach Bob King had
hoped, this might have been the
year when the Lobos could have
made a bid to' dethrown UCLA
from the lofty ranks.
But this was not to be and
instead it took four straight
victories (and five out of the last
six) for the Lobos to finish the
season at the . 500 lev.el. Instead of
having Spencer Heyward, Greg
Howard, Willie Long, Ron Becker,
John Somogyi, and Petie Gibson

assembled on the same court, the
Lobo coaches had to settle for the
last three and a half and were
noticeably missing the first two.
Heyward, after signing a letter
of intent to play for New Mexico,
defected instead to Detroit. He
lasted one year in the Motor City
before turning pro. This year
Heyward dominated the ABA, as
Lobo followers licked their
wounds. Howard quit the team
and school to travel on the Italian
basketball circuit, and has just
recently signed a large bonus to
play for the Phoenix Suns next
season in the NBA.
So the basketball dynasty put
together by King had to suffer
through the "humiliation" of a
13·13 season.
The small, spunky Lobos
opened their season against San

Fernando State on the first day of that the WAC was not going to be
D'ecember. The opener was a a pushover.
crowd pleaser as the 'Pack took a
While Coach King was drawing
high scoring contest, 99·82, From
three technical fouls his team was
then on it was a see--saw affair for knocking Wyoming out of the
the rest of the s.eason.
. championshop race, 90·85. Now
After beating Texas Tech, they 10-13, the Lobos proceeded to
lost again to the Aggies-and so it beat BYU, Utah, and the eventual
was for the rest of the games. WAC champions, UT.EP. When
Lobo fans were reassured when King told the press at the
the Lobos emerged from strong beginning of the season that his
field to win the Lobo.Invitational, team would have to battle to
and hopes were high as the WAC break evell, everyone 'thought he
season got underway.
was playing his psychological
But the road, as bas come to be games. But the Lobos did well
the trend in the WAC, proved to considering their small,
be the stumbling stone. The depth-lacking team.
Wyoming Cowboys smashed the
Over in Johnson Gymnasium,
Lobos by 18 points just to prove gymnastics coach Rusty Mitchell
made it to the finals, and he was struggling to bring his team
settled for a second place. All the back after his slowest start ever.
other Lobos were eliminated The gymnasts, who Mitchell
early. Alan Petersen and Dave claimed had the best talent he has
ever coached, lost their first three
matches.
But as soon as the team got
over some injuries-just in time
for the WAC competition to
start-Mitchell's youthful group got
themselves together and started
rattling off victory after victory.
They never stopped winning until
Roberts taking his turn on the
they wrapped up the WAC
mound, the Cowboys bunched championship in the first day of a
three hits good for two runs and three day meet.
the game.
The Lobos completely
Now the team will concentrate outshone the rest of the field
on the weekend series with the while taking four individual first
Miners, who have beaten the places-two by freshman Seymour
Lobos five out of six this year. Rifkind, and a crown each for
The Lobos must sweep in order to Stormy Eaton and John Aitken.
have any chance in the Southern
The Wrestling team htmg in
Division race.
there for a 7-8 season. Coach Ron
Highlands
ab r h bi
Jacobsen thought he had some
Mims, 3b
5 o o~. o
strong
contenders for WAC
Oster, 2b
3 1 2 0
individual titles. But the
Perez, lf
3 0 0 0
Prete, ss
5 1 2 1
championships were a bitter
Goulet, lb
5 0 2 0
disappointment as only one Lobo
Carrasco, li-e
4 0 2 1
VanMevern had good seasons for
4 1 2 0
Hernandez, .d
Pasquantino, c
1 0 0 0
Jacobsen, who still has not been
Gardner, lf
4 1 1 1
blessed with .a winning team in
Sheldon, P
2 0 0 0
four years.
Hammer,p
2 0 1 1
Totals
38 4 12 4
John Mechem's swimming team
New Mexico
ab r h bl was the victim of absolutely no
Johnson, ss
3 1 1 0 depth and lost matches because
Reyes, 3b
4 0 0 0
Franke1 p
0 0 0 0 they did not even enter every
Surber, ph
1 0 0 0
event in some meets. Steve Craven
Mlnarsich, lf
3 0 0 0
had
a good year and broke several
Faford, rf
3 0 0 0
school
records, though they were
Wicks, cf
4 0 1 1
Laub,c
mostly his own.
4 0 3 0
Schawcl, 2b
3 1 1 0
George Brooks, organizer and
Ruth, lb
3 0 0 1
team leader of the fledgling UNM
Kremmel,p
0 0 0 0
Hansen, ph
1 0 0 0
ski team, led the skiers to second
Ketcherside, p
0 0 0 0
place in the eight-team Central
Jacobs, p
1 0 1 0
Intercollegiate Alpine League. The
Roberts, p
0 0 0 0
Garcia, ph-3b
2 0 1 0 team, operating on self-raised or
Totals
32 2 8 2
donated money, finished behind
~ighlands
100 102 OOD-4
only ski-conscience Colorado
New Mexico
110 000 OOD-2
State.
2b-Jacobs
Top individual performances3b-Prete
Willie Long, second in the WAC in
Pitching Summary:
ip
h r er bb so
scoring as he broke the all-time
Kremmel
2
2 1 1 0 3
Lobo scoring record; Ron Becker,
Ketcherside
2
3 1 1 1 3
broke the 1000 point barrier in
Jacobs
1
0 0 010 1
Roberts (L,1-i)
4 2 2 2 1
2
his last game; Steve Craven, took
Franke
2
3 0 0 0 3
individual WAC 200 butterfly;
Sheldon
4
5 2 2 3 0
Seymour Rifkind, took two WAC
Hammer (W, 5-2) 5
2 0 0 1 5
crowns-parallel bars and high bar.

a

Lobos Lose. 4-2;
OKIE'S

104 BEER
Every Wed. 5-6 PM
Central At University
#####II##H-#>

COURT
JUSTICE

Now Face U'TEP···

The Lobos dropped their third
straight game of the year to tiny
Highlands University last night,
4·2 at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium.
In the bottom of the first, Ken
Johnson singled and promptly
stole second and third. Rick Wicks
brought Johnson home with an
infield out. Each team scored
again and the game went to the
sixth tied at 2-2.
But in the sixth, with Tom

"Most respected person."
-Hop Graham
Lovington Leader

FINIS L. HEIDEL
Education: Len County Schools, George Washing·
ton University, Texas
Tech, A.B., Georgetown
l.aw School; LL.B., J.D.,
I,L.M.

FINIS L. HEIDEL

FREEFORM
Hair Designs for Men

Business BackgJ·ound: LovNo-gells, lacquers
ington lawyer since 1946.
or nets used
Lea County businessman.
Three Barbers
Operator of an irrigated -·-·'-'~iol'llA Cisneros-Tom Tapia-Bon Mod rid
farm.
Appointments Available
Please Call
.FINIS L. HEIDEL

255-4371

Civic Acth•ities: Member:
New Mexico, American,
and Texas Bar Associations. Past Commander
Lovington American
Legion Post; Past President
Lovington Chamber of
Commerce; Past President
Lovington Lions Club. Past
Vice Chairman of tha Lea
County Democratic Party.

The finest mens hair design
shop closest to campus.

2914. Central SE

VOTE FOR
FINIS L. HEIDEL
FOR SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE
Pd. Pol. Ad l>y
F. L, Heidel

Rusty Mitchell

, ..

\~
1,.

.•

r

Willie Long

tr;

Steve Craven

AAA WORlD WIDE TRAVEL
1Sf6 S•n Pedro Ne

be the instructor. The two weeks
of classes will be patterned after
the Internationlll Guit11r Course
offered annually by Emilio Pujol,
eminent Spanish musicologist and
guitarist, in which Garcia has
served as assistant fm· several
seasons.
Classes will meet each day from
10 a.m. until noon and from 2 to
5p.m.
The course is co-sponsored by
the Friends of the Guitar of
Albuquerque. It will include
master class instruction in
technique, private coaching,
demonstration lectures on guitar
and vihuela literature, and public
performances by students.
The fee for the course is $50.
Advance registration can be sent
with a $10 deposit to the Summer
Session director, 805 Yale NE.
Summer Therapy
The UNM therapeutic programs
division will offer a daily program
of swimming and motor skill
activity for handicapped children
and children with learning
disabilities this summer.
The program will start June 8
and continue through July 23.
Program participants will meet
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
daily.
Charge for the program is $40.
The program is open to all
interested children and further
information can be obtained from
Frank E. Papcsy, director of
Therapeutic Progrmns at UNM, at
277·2248.

By ROY McGHEE
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Federal
judge Harry A. Blackmun won
confirmation to thll Supreme
Court Tuesday on a 94 to 0 vote
of the Senate which rejected two
nominees on close and bitter votes
during a year-long struggle with
President Nixon.
Just before the anticlimactic
vote, a group of Southern senators
complained about the "double
standard" they said that· was
applied to nominees from the
North and the South, but not a
voice was raised against Blackmun
personally.
Thus, two days short of a year
from the resignation under fire of
Justice Abe Fortas, the Suprme
·Court finally got a ninth member.
The tall, graying, 61-year-old 8th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
judge will be able to occupy the
seat when the court resumes
deliberations Monday after a
two·week recess.
At his home in Rochester,
,Minn., Blackmun, his hands
shaking slightly, told reporters "I
sincerely hopll I have the

for

THE COLLEGE MAN

-

After , .• It's the

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Cpntral N.E.
Noon til Midnite

character and strength and the
intellectual capacity" for the high
court. "I am troubled by an
awareness of the awesome
responsibility of this new
assignment;" he said and adcl~;>d he
hoped he could adequately fill it.
President Nixon favors what he
calls "strict constructionists" of
the Constitution in his Supreme
.Court nominations. He has
explained that he means justices
who would give Congress greater
leeway to write the laws and who
would be "very conservative in
overthrowing a law passed by the
elected rep~esentatives at the state
or federal level."

THE COLLEGE PLAN

LIBRARIANS

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265-6631

Only $1.50

.F,jdelity Union life Insurance

everyone's choice for

{505) ::165-9516

PERSONALS

CO.ME WITH . ME TO ECUADOR Ju!'c
12 to June 27, Cost $650. Includes Jot
transportation, ntl:!'nla; hotels. in eountry
trnnavortatfon & . tips. OnlY five spots
lett. l!'or information cnll 256·3258 nlter

. street and strip

4, Snbinc R. Ulibarri,

distributors of the most complete line of
automotive products for the best performance at the track or around town.
Includes~

air from New York
City Ho~ts, little friendly

e EDELBROCK e CRANE CAMS
HURST e MICKEYTHOMPSON e SEGAL
BORG-WARNER e CYCLONE HEADERS
TRW e SCHIEFER e AIRLIFT
HOLLEY

Sm'asll1ngf
0

features.

DELCO SHOCKS AND BATTERIES

17 DAYS
FROM $568

inquire about our
student discount
7415 Menaul NE

l!AVE YOUR SANDALS made nt t~e
Shire-the leather shop that believes lfi
quality. 3205 Silver, SE. 5/10
LOOKING !or uufurnfllhed house or large
apartment to rent or sublensc begltmfng
June 28 7 Write Dr. David Ln,.,on 1219
Ennt 53rd Street, Chicago, nllnola 60616.
6/15
ANYONE LIKE a tspo ot Dentle aonga ns
yet not on the mnrkct 1 Evon. wltotl
they do come out, they mnY be d IIIerent
versions, Unique collootor'o item I Cn11
248-0619. 6/13
WANT TO RENT! Alrmnn•hllabnnd, student-wife want to tent apartment during
eummer ll<lcntlon llcriOcl only. OMR Box
25DB, Kirtland AFB. 5/20
NOW RECEIVING APPLICATIONS f~r
fall and summer sessions-st. Mnrk k•
Kindergarten and NurserY. Ono bloo
enst of lmlvoralty. Call 266•7836. G/16

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND• Nntl~nal Guard bat, size Ul)i.
Rownrd, Rm, 222 Santa Clara. HaU.

296·7800

_Ji~1~5~~~~~----------3)
SERVICES

TYPING dono on lDM electric, eight

5)

FORSALE

SONY TC laG ntor«!! cMSotte recorder.
TWo G" sp~fik<!ts, mike~ David Collilis
242-GiiG!i. 5/19
io67 oJ,DS 442. Excellent condition. $i62!i.
Call 247-3!i36. 5/19
21 ADMIRAL TV. .Must oaorifioc. $31i or
offer. 1516 Tijerns NE, #32. 5/19
YAl\IAHA 305. $325. Bored out, 4600
mllc3, well kept. David 268·1441. 5/19
'i9ii~ VW blla with &tiding door, $1500:
lto.rmonv Sovereign gUitart $76; Durst
600 enlarger, $80, Jefircy Rovner, 504%
I,ouiolann SE. 6/19
1967 SIMCA-tour door-good condition.
Gront on mllong...-$860. Call 842-9874.
5/10
For!.Y•thrce to eighty-six . mm auto NIK·
KOR ZOOM LENS. Cnll Mike 243·7600. '"
5/18
EXCELLENT GRADUATION GIFTI
New, l4 cnrnt white gold, 17 . jewel
watch, witli 10 elngte cut diamonds. Cost
87.59; nnw $65, Call 247-2545 or 243·3349,
1069 MOBILE HOME, 12 feet by 52 toot,
llko new, re1111ounble. Call 845-0451, 6/7

6)

•
:

Co.

Mennul Av®ue N.El., Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87107. 6/13, 6/19

~MISCELLANEOUS

_.;;G::;.:/2:;.:0:.__ _ _ _ _ _.,,;.;_~-----

DISCOVER FLYING, $6 fl,.,t l~.!on, 1 $14
hr. after. Lee Muon, 268-4689, 4/ G
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Gene Youngblood,
L. A. Free Press
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•
Starring Toqt Baker, :
Nico, Ultra Violet, In- :
grid Superstar.
•
Color--95 min.
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~

relationship
.between
sensual
people
is limited:
They must
·find
anew way.

.

••
"Acerbic outlandish humor, honed to razor
sharp perfection. From
that hilarity arises that
Warholian desperation,
gloom, decadence! •
Moving ... Indelible!"
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 871015
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 mtntmum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive timez
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must
CLASS! FICATIONS:
Personals

1:

5. For Sale

be

ma~e in full prior to insertion of advertisement

.2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING_._ __

EMPLOYMENT

DRIVERS NEEDED-train now to drive
eemi truck, locnl and over the road.
You can earn over $4,00 per hnur, after
short training, For Interview . and nP•
plication, cnll 505·243-4042 or write
Safety Dept., United S~'8ttlnls, Inc., 2019

Years experience. 208·3804, 6/18
TEACHERS WANTED: Southwest Totoeh·

ers Agency, 1803 Central NE . (Our
twentr•foudh :rear), l"rec r~gflltrntlon.

••••••••••••••••••••••a••••••
•
•

:

RATES: ~o per won!, 20 word mini· WHERE: .rournall.am Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time rnn. It ad Is to
159, arternooll!l prelerab)y or mall.
run five or more consecutive daya with
CIIUUIItll!d Advertising
hi> changes the rate Is rl!dnoed to 6c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number ot
Albuquerque',
N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mu•t bo made in !uU prior to Insertion of adverwen~ent.

1)

Albuqutrque, N&W Mextr:o 871 TO

Member-Secretary, New
Mexico Juniox College
noard. President New Mexico Junior College Foundation.

Legislator, six t-erms;
Chairman of Judiciary
Committee; Chairman of
Taxation and Rcvetluc
Committees; Member: Legislative Finance Committee.

!,

Phi Beta Kappa
Jane Snow of the UNM music
Arturo G. Ortega, president of faculty.
the UNM Regents, will speak
Funds raised will be added to
Friday evening when 42 UNM the music department scholarship
students are initiated into the fund.
national honor fraternity Phi Beta
Kappa.
Young Democrats
The initiation will be at 6 in the
Students for Montoya, under
faculty lounge of the Union_.. It sponsorship of the UNM Chapter
will be followed by a banquet at 7 · of Young Democrats, will meet
in the Desert Room.
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room
Students who will be initiated 250-B of the Union. Joe M.
are: Charlotte R. Bronson, Montoya Jr. will be guest speaker.
Timothy J. Burns, Sandra Jo
Craig, Lorelei Crompton, Thomas
Student-Worker
A. Darden, Kathryn M, Dohrer,
The Student-Worker Alliance is
Bette Jane Ehlert, Walter A. collecting money and food to
Ferrel, Gregory R. Franchini, donate to the striking Physical
Maureen D. Franklin.
Plant workers at the chicano
Hildegard E. Frick, Michael studies· center, 1805 Roma NE.
Gluck, Laurence Goddard, The group is also collecting used
Richard K. Gurknecht, Valerie H. textbooks which will be sold with
Hall, Thomas R. Holley, Linda D, t,he money to go toward buying
House, Dana C. Jones, Paul B. food for striking workers.
Kazimiroff, Mary Margaret
Individuals desiring more
Kuehne.
information may contact the
Enrique R. L:::madrid, Andrea chicano . studies center or the
C. Lewis, Charles K. Lumpkin Jr., strike information center in the
Rene C. MacGregor, William L. Union Ballroom.
Martin II, Clinton J. Mayer Jr.,
Charles T. McAbee, Mary E.
Nursing Students
Money, Thurman W. Moore III,
There will be a meeting for all
Patricia T. Newman, Bayita T.
Nursing students at 10:00 a.m. on
O'Rourke.
Jennie Ann Ozog, Bruce B. Thursday May 14 in room 231-E
Partridge, Catherine Peixotto, of the SUB. Purpose of the meeting
Jane A. Tertipes, Wayne Merle will be to discuss active social
Trott, Reita A. Traum, Reid R. concern of Nursing students and to
Vandell, Herman M. Wei!, Douglas invite suggestions for activity and
Neely Weldon, Thomas H. Wilson, open expression of opinion
Attendance by all Nursing students
and Linda Sue Young.
is urged.
Observatory
Chamber Orchestra
The campus observatory of the
The UNM Chamber Orchestra
UNM department of physics and
astronomy will hold its last open will conclude its season Sunday
house of the year from 8:30 to afternoon at 4 with a concert in
the Recital Hall.
10:30 p.m. May 14.
The orchestra, with Kurt
240 free tickets are available
Frederick
cond.ucting, will open
and interested persons can pick
them up from the departmental its program with Bach's Concerto
office in room 100 of the physics fo1· Three Harpsichords and James
Rives Jones' Piece for String
and astronomy building.
Orchestra.
Children under 12 should be
The program will continue with
accompanied by an adult.
The observatory is located Donald Erb's Concertant for
north of the corner of Yale and Harpsichord and String Orchestra
Lomas NE. Visitors are asked to and Handel's Concerto for Oboe,
Concluding the concert, the
park in the physics department lot
orchestra
will play Haydn's
at Yale and Lomas.
Symphony in G Major
F'1d I"
("Surprise").
"Fidelia " a n eo~~ra about thl}._. • _.ists will be Walter Keller,
victory 'of freedom over W~sley Selby, John Cady, Tom
police-state tacti<i:,•. -.v~ be 0 Connor and Peggy McCreary.
presented Frida:,~t 8:15 p.m. in
the Recital Hall.
.
The concert verw ~t
GUitar Course
Beethoven's only opera wM t e w\uitarists at all levels, from
first presentation anywhere in the beginners through teachers, can
Southwest.
enroll in a concentrated
It had been scheduled for May non-credit workshop June 8-21 at
6 and 8 but was postponed after UNM.
UNM was ordered closed for the
The workshop will include
last part of the week.
_
instruc~ion in both the guitar a?d
The opera will be sung m the VJhuela, an early Sparush
German but there will be a guitar-like instrument.
narratio~ in English.
Hector Garcia, adjunct
The opera is directed by Miss professor of guitar at UNM, will

Hi Performance
Parts Center

FINIS L. HEIDEL

FINIS L. HEIDEL

h

Carnpus •:Jriefs

Blackmun Gets OK
For Court· Position

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FINIS L. HEIDEL
Military Service: A reserve
army officer. Served with
Combat Enginaers and in
Judge Advocate's Department, WWII.

I
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Editorial

NEW

Let Us Follow Through
The smoke has cleared at UNM but the
fire is still smouldering.
The compromise reached Monday by an
inspired faculty has made many smile for the
first time in more than a week and the unity
at this University has probably reached an
all-time high. Naturally some are not
satisfied (this includes the reactionaries as
well as the revolutionaries) but many fences
have been mended between students,
faculty, and finally administrators.
An unfortunate amount of blood was,
shed for this unity to surface. We· cannot
forget the blood but. we must not dwell on
it, either.
·
Now it is up to those who forged the
unity to take the ball and run with it in
order to preclude more polarization and

Before Grave Has Cooled

j

Bema

How To

Control~e Studentry

Bem& is unsolicited, signed guest editorial oplnion.

!, 1'

DON BURGE

~Live Cream' Milks Feeling··

J.

By MELANIE BANDY
It appears considering the
thousands of armed students who
rushed the unprepared and fleeing
guardsmen this week off the UNM
campus, that certain drastic
measures are needed in order to
quell this most pernicious
demonstration of evil we have as
yet witnessed in Albuquerque.
Therefore, I see no rational way
to avoid the suggestion I make
here. I am sure all reasonable
persons will join me in agreement
when I place my plan before them
and that all objections to it will be
dropped once they understand
that my plan ' involves an even
greater outpouring of blood (in
which we all agree there is no
more exquisite enjoyment) and an
ever increasing profit (which is so
closely tied to blood as to be
inseparable).
I have been assured by a very
knowing official of my
acquaintance that my scheme is
not liable to the least objection
(unless it comes from certain
insane persons who wish to retain
the less effective methods of the
past), and so r present it here with
more assurance than I would
otherwise entertain, for I am
naturally shy and reticent and
would not presume to obtrude my
own humble ideas upon others
except by permission of the
highest authorities.
My plan (and I expect a full
concurrence in it by all lawful
agencies) is that dtudentry (the
state or condition of being a
student) be declared unlawful or
as "enemy activity" (perhaps the
latter term would be better since
we have a. much more pellucid
definition of it), and that a
bounty be placed on the head of
each student (say $300, for those
who spend so much time sitting
and reading poetry will scarcely
bestir themselves for less). The
price should go up $100 for each
additional student captured by
arty one person. The money for
this bounty will be obtained out
of funds that now go into the
Vietnam war, for it cannot be
stippo11ed that we will continue a

SARAH LAIDLAW
Editor

Review
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Managing Editor·
chaos. Two vital committments must be
adhered to in order for this unifying action
Box 20, Univen~ity P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
to be solvent. ·
Students who lobbied for the changes
·Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
which tool~ place Monday must show good
Wednesday, May 13, 1970
faith by attending the Free University, not Vol. 73, No. 137
only in body but in spirit as well. Some
students will, of course, use the new system
to their ovrn advantage but the bulk must Lobo
follow through on their committment.
By the same token faculty members must
not deny students any one of the four
alternatives open to them. If this happens
students should immediately bring it to the
attention of the appropriate authorities.
A breach of faith on the part of either
flat a capella sections, and the
group will turn our as yet unproven unity
By MICHAEL BLAKE
Cream·'s corpse has been band misses timing connections
into a sham.
on "N.S.U."
Michael Blake unearthed by Atco and although consistently
But these faults should prove

'Quick! What Year Is This?'

I

.~

foreign war once we realize the
much greater advantage and
pleasure of killing these beings
who look more or less like us and
who are, moreover, easily
accessible on tree lined avenues
without the danger of mines and
booby traps.
Each student caught wiU be
bound down-through proper and
lawful procedures, of course-on
stone alters expressly erected for
that purpose in places designated
by the authorities in the most
convenient parts of the city with
parking spaces (such as Winrock
Center). There, his heart will be
slowly, methodically, and lawfully
cut out in the presence of the
entire city by those · who are
chosen as ....the high priests of
Anti-Studentey-and priests, we
may be assured, will not be
wanting.
Although I have not as yet tried
this method of controlling
stud entry, it seems reasonable to
suppose that the $300 bounty will
raise one's anguinity to a much
higher point, so that the
enjoyment of the sight of dripping
blood and pain of the student will
be greatly enhanced. After such
pleasure no person of sound
faculties will wish to return to the
old (and unprofitable) way of
simply skewering students on a
bayonet or the even more
outmoded and backward method
of' shooting them, in which very
little-sometimes none-blood is
to be perceived.
Thus, the system I put forth
here is superior to any other I
have seen advanced because it
secures simultaneously-at one
stroke, so to speak-the necessary
object of sacrifice on which both
the secular and religious law is
based, but in reverse order to the
. auto·de-fe. The capturing of th~se
objects, moreover, unlike those of
former times when forays against
far off neighboring tribes were
mandatory, is nowadays very
simple not only because the
enemy is often available in our
own homtl, but also because he
exists in far gteater numbers than
in the past.

they're still dead, the new album
(facetiously titled Live Cream SD
33-328) will send waves of delight
through the minds and bodies of a
large following that refuses to
accept the trio's death. More
generally the album -will probably
stimulate sentimentality on
the part of ,those who pledged
their allegiance to Cream during
the band's heyday in the late
sixties.
All this will happen despite
some very obvious flaws which are
not really serious except in an
academic sense.
Live production (only four of
the five cuts are live) is difficult to
pull off and whoever was
responsible here didn't quite make
it. The production is sloppy at
best: Jack Bruce's voice fades out
completely in some spots and his
bass stays muddled in the
background most of the time in
spite of some beautiful up-front
lead work on Ginger Baker's
"Sweet Wine."
The primary faults, however, lie
with ,the musicians themselves.
Cream's forte has always been
their ability to perform as
remarkable adept individuals but
still maintain cohesiveness in the
final product. This cohesiveness
breaks down somewhat on Live
Cream.
Jack Bruce's voice is downright
embarrassing on "Sweet Wine" (it
is the longest track-15:08).
Several times Bruce finds himself
struggling to stay on key in the

interesting and enlightening to
de'dicated Cream addicts. The
album explodes some of the
myths which have surrounded
Cream. Their performance is fairly
shoddy over·all which is surprising
in light of the near perfection of
their previous albums and
performances. But then it's clear
too that the boys are having real
live fun and they are not
automatons but real flesh and
bone people, capable of making
mistakes.
It is still exciting to hear them
weave their .way out of extended
jams and Clapton's crashing,
orgasmic guitar never sounded
better. In fact Clapton, wl1o had
often been accused in the past of
being nothing more than fast and
slick, shows amazing feeling via
the long aching blues notes he
offers up on "Sleepy Time Time."
It should also be pointed out that
if Bruce's voice is less than perfect
on "Sweet Wine", it is delightfully
bluesy and realizes it's beautiful
strength on "Sleepy Time Time."
"Lawdy Mama" I will leave for
the reader (or listener) to
discover.
In short, so what if Atco is only
out to make a buck. Cream is
back and it's as if A. Conan Doyle
started writing Sherlock Holmes
stories again. The album will
surely enjoy good sales and if
Atco decides to resurrect some
more old tapes you can bet they'll
sell too.

I know that my readers are
impatient to learn how students
may be caught (if some are not
available to start with in their own
homes}, and I shall not keep them
in the dark. The very best plan is
Letters are weleome, and should
be no longer than 21i0 worda t7Peto arrive on campus on a Monday
written, double spaeed. Name. teJe..
or Wednesday at about 9:30 or
11hone number and addreu must be
included, althoOA:h name wfll be
10: 2 0 a.m. with an ordinary
withheld upon request.
butterfly net, since that
all-important, organ the heart
Quit Chanting and Start Thinking
cannot be lawfully damaged in
.ccQuit chanting and start thinking," David Cargo said.
this process.
These strange creatures then Quit chanting and start thinking, or you will all be bled.
stream out on the grounds in all Since when you say what we don't like, we send our soldiers in,
directions and it would be and then their unsheathed bayonets can stab right through your skin.
relatively easy to capture one or
more of them at that time; for, Quit chanting and start thinking so you can be like me.
though considered wily and I never tell a lie as you can plainly see.
sharp-eyed, those at UNM are far I didn't send the guard in. I'm innocent. Yes, I am.
too interested in holding hands When they Were on the campus, I was fishing in Siam.
with members of the opposite sex
and looking into each other's eyes
chanting and start thinking like the DA's office, tqo. Thelotaccuse
(a disgusting sight to any decent Quit
the
"reds"
all the blacks but not red, white, and blue.
person) to pay much attention to Hit and runapd
is
legal,
if while you're being gory,
their surroundings.
you
fly
from
your
~ntenna glorious Old Glory.
Thus, the watchful guardsman
should very often be able to bag
two of these at once, and so he Quit chanting and start thinking you teachers in our town
can have the satisfaction not only who incite high school students to knock protestors down.
of pleasure and profit (for what Of course, it's only commies that they were sent to kill.
would our life be without these~) , And yes, they sang the anthem before they got their thrill.
but also of cleaning up the
campus filth as welL
start thinking ~11 around the earth,
Some overly scrupulous people Quit killing and
1
may censure my scheme as a little or soon you 1llook around and notice quite a dearth
bordering on cruelty, but I think of animals and people since they will all be dead,
that once the benefits are realized and maybe then you 'II realize mankind has lost his head.
Sam Caron
and our buildings once again stand
clean, neat, and largely
unoccupied, that even the
tenderhearted will be forced to
concede the worthiness of my
Psych Support
plan, especially when they realize
that students are our own· growth To the Editor:
students cope with such common
and manufacture,
problems
here at home 1 pt>rhaps
The psychology department
I must profess that 1 have not faculty endorses the resolution to
by .. establishing a "problem
the least personal interest in my enable free university activities at center" on campus that students
scheme, for I have contributed no t~NM at least during the remaining in difficulty Muld visit or call to
student by whom I can hope to weeks of the current semester .
for help, our faculty would be
get a single perm.y-and we all
ONe area of special concern to willing not only to participate but
know that a bird in the hand is many of U~l is the effectiveness also to implement practicable
worth two in the bush. I have no with which ·the University is ideas ior the future.
·
other motive than securing thej de a 1i ng with the personal
We are individually and
greater· pleasure and profit of problems of students, including collectively willing to cooperate in
guardsmen and citizens alike and sexual adjustment, interpersonal hoi~ ing se~sions over these or any
of patriotism in lceeping down the relations, . study habits, drug top1cs of lhtercst. to students in
proliferation of pestiferous abuse, loneliness, and depression. which we can profess some
studentry within the borders of Were there interest in discussing competence,
our great nation,
improved methods of helping
Frank Logan

Editor:

